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295 Named to Fall Honor Roll
Fifty-five students achieved perfect 4.00 g.p.a.'s for
fall quarter. They were among a total of 295 students
on the official fall quarter honor roll released by the
registar's office Wednesday.
Last year there were 63 stu4.00 g.p.a.'s out of
1 312 on the fall quarter
roll.
"se 55 perfect pupils with
4.00 g.p.a.'s for last quarter
are: Janet Baker, Loretta Mac
Balo w , Roberta Barsotti,

Swith

James Bell, Nora Boyle, Judy
Bride, Fredrich Burich, David
Campisi, Cathleen Carney,
Mary Conners, Colleen Corwin,

Susan Denman, Lawrence Dickson, Marianne Dolan,
Colleen Duffy, Gloria Eberle, Grace Erramouspe,
Elaine Flaquinti.
JAMES FRITZEN, Theresa Gray, Margaret Harrington, Jerry Heigh, Paul Hill,Patricia Hutchinson, Janet
Kaufmann, John Kravitz, Anne Machung, Marirose Matthews, Janet McCloskey, Ann McKinstry, Ray Mikelion-

is, John Miller, James O'Callaghan, Raymond Panko,
Betty Perusse, Clyde Peterson, James Raisio, Joanne
Rappe, Michaeleen Rotchford, Marianne Ruef, John
Seeley.
Paula Smith, Marianne Strub, Kathryn Tawney,Mary
Sue Thoma, Mary Vermilya, John Wagaman, Marcia
Waldron, Janice Walters, Cyril Weisner, Gregory Williams, Susan Williams, Sr. M. Carmen Williamson, CSJ,
Mary Wood, Virginia Dalton.
Ramona Trumpp was the only one with a 3.90 or
better for fall quarter.
Students who achieved a 3.8 or higher are: Michael
Acres, Molly Baker, Constance Belmont, Lawrence
Blain, Robert Blair, Michael Bumgardner, MollyCarnes,
Susan Cooper, Nicole Cromarty, Barbara Doran, John
Ehrenberg, Catherine Feeny,Mary Feeny, Paula Greenleaf, Joan Gullo, Gail Harris, Alice Helldoerfer, Ronald
Hill, Catherine Kelso, Mary Ann Kertes, Rosemary Kiefner, James Klein, Lizbeth Lyons, Dennis Man, Albert
McCaffrey, Sharon Nensen, Bernadette Norton, Betty
Olson, Caroline O'Shaughnessy, Pamela Powers, Patricia Riocdan, Nevada Sample, Michael Severance,Mary
E. Smith, Thomas Stilwater, Diana Thielen, Winifred
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Thompson, Kathleen Tucker, Daniel White, Sr. Jane

Alice McNichol, FCSP.
THOSE RECEIVING a 3.7 or better include: Rowena
Agner, Robert Alexander,Terrence Anderson, Toni Berselli, William Bigas, James Boitano, Janice Burke,
Charles Burns, Sandra Cerne, Kathleen Christensen,
Gile Downes, Mildred Downey,

Patricia Egerer, Ronald Ellis,
Irene Epstein, Daniel Francois, James Fraser, Lynn Fuller, Maureen Gruber.
Patricia Hackett, Karen
Hammerschmith, Margaret
Hanson, Gary Harkins, Steve
Hasslinger, Barbara Hay, Loretta Hebert, Laura Hedrick,
Edward Hillard, Thomas Imholt, Mary Ann Kapinos,Mary
Kay, Joan Knusel, Mary Kuder, Gerald LaCava, Mary
Larson, Bonnie Lennox, Raymond Liedtke.
Suzanne McNamara, Carol Moergeli, Stephen Moran,
Patrick Mowrey, William Murray, Marvin Nance,
(Continued on gage 3)

Lecturer to Discuss
'Future of Freedom'

"The Future of Freedom"
will be the topic of a lecture
by Dr. Stefan Tossony next
week.
The director of the Hoover
-*"*
Institute
of War, Revolution and
No.22
Friday,
January
15,
Seattle,
1965
Washington,
Vol. XXXIII.
Peace at Stanford University is
sponsored by the S.U. discussion Club. He will speak at noon
Conflicting Opinions:
Wednesday in Barman Aud.
Tossony's talk will center
around international problems,
a field he has been closely connected with for several years.
THE ADMINISTRATION is demic vice president, has stated
By JOHN MILLER
HE HAS BEEN visiting profaced with the flatly that he knows of no tui- fessor and associate of the forThe possibility of another raise consequently
Should students pay tion raise for S.U. students.
eign policy research institute at
in tuition seems to be looming question:
the
same
for 16 quarter hours
again
horizon
althe University of Pennsylvania
on the
once
plan
as for 15
THE UNIVERSITY'S vice since 1951 and was professor of
though reports from the higher under the new
quarter hours under the old president for finance, Fr. Ed- international politics at Georgeechelon of the administration plan?
To date the question is mund McNulty, S.J., has re- town University from 1946-1961.
are somewhat conflicting.
marked that while tuition will
unanswered.
Originally an Austrian, TosS.U.s new core curriculum
At a meetingof the Holy Name not be raised per credit hour, sony studied in Austria, Gerseems to be responsible for conpay more
DR. TOSSONY
the
sideration of a higher tuition. Society of St. Peter's church,' students generallywill
quarter beginning many, Italy, France and
According to the new core, stu- Fr. Gerard Evoy, S.J., vice pres- tuition each
U.S. He has served as special Navy intelligence as
said,
is
This,
he
due adviser to the U.S. Air Force
an adviser
relations, next fall.
dents generally will take 16 ident for University
and
from
to
the
curriculum
on
warfare
psychological
new
core
go
up
remarkedthat
will
tuition
of
quarter hours of class each
the fact that "some small ad- and also served in the office
1943-1946.
quarter in the form of four four- next fall about $20.
cost of tuition
credit classes.
Fr. Frank Costello, S.J., aca- justment" in theAdoption
AN EXPERT in psychological
of the
will be made.
Oops! We Goofed
warfare and international relanewcore and this "adjustment,"
| The date announced in
tions, Tossony has lectured
stated Fr. McNulty, willnot cost iWednesday's Spectator for
throughout the U.S. In the reeducafor
their
students more
1
the ecumenical institute sponcent presidential campaign he
tion as a whole, since proper sored by the S.U. Sodality
completion of 180 quarter hours
served as a close adviser to
i was incorrect. The institute
Republican candidate, Barry
196
required
will be
1
instead of
Jan. 23, not tomorrow as prein the present system.
|will be from 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Goldwater.
He was tabbed for high posiTomori viously announced.
Cost of tuition has risen conin the Goldwater administion
row is the final day to regisSen. Brian Gain's resolution, the ASSU executive officers sistently since 1958 when it was
traton if Goldwater had been
Registhe
institute.
ter for
rapping the ASSU executive of- have been handling their offi- $145 per quarter. In 1960 it was
successful in his b id for the
tration is from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
possibly as Goldficers for their "complete and cial affairs.
presidency,
raised to $165, in 1962 to $185,
in the Sodality office.
personal
adviser.
utter disregard and circumvenwater's
top
TO
the
resoluACCORDING
$215 per quarter.
tion" of senate legislation, will tion, "Each officer shall comply and in 1964 to
be on the agenda when the sen- with all legislationbinding upon
ate meets Sunday in the Chief- him." The resolution also di- 'Port Seattle' Progress:
tain conference room.
rects the treasurer to report to
Gain was among the protag- the senate whether the officers
onists when last Sunday's sen- have complied with the condiate meeting erupted into a tions of the law under which
stormy hearing over the way credit was extended them for
will feature displays from local import dealers
By KATHY KIRSH
their uniforms by the ASSU.
and a seal act. The show will start at 6:30 p.m.
possibility
that
1965
HomeSeattle,"
There is a
S.U.s
Plans for "Port
the Chieftain and is sponsored by the Homein
amendments will be introduced coming are proceeding rapidly and a full schedcoming
special events committee, headed by
to tone down the resolution be- ule of events is being arranged, report Homeand Terry Schneck.
Mooney
Ed
it
is
Passanisi
attempt
pass
co-chairmen,
Marget
fore an
to
coming general
Registrar
that
reports
The
made.
and Tom Campagna.
THE BAZAAR also includes distribution cenpreliminary statistics s h o w a
Another bill to be discussed
Sale of Homecoming buttons and bids for the
ters with samples of fresh pineapple, flowers and
drop in the total enrollment for advocates forming a committee Homecoming dance marks the first of a full
smoked salmon, flown in from Hawaii and
winter quarter 1965 from fall to work with the academic vice time-table for Homecoming. Bids and buttons
Alaska. Dances and a display by the Interquarter 1964.
president toward sending a con- go on sale Monday from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
Club will round out the Bazaar.
national
THE TOTAL enrollment for tingent of S.U. students to com- the Chieftain.
A variety show is another element in the Sea
winter quarter is 3554. Total en- pete on General Electrics weekPRICE OF bids, including rental of a tuxedo
Circus. The seal act, presented by the Seattle
rollment for fall 1964 was 3675. ly quiz show, "College Bowl." is $10, but bids may be bought separately for $5.
Aquarium is continuous. Cost is 25 cents with
Sen. Brian McMahon has inTotals for winter quarter '64
Price for Homecoming buttons is 50 cents and
a Homecoming button and 50 cents without.
and winter quarter 65 are al- troduced a bill which would includes a reduction of price for the HomecomBellarmine mixer, sponsored by Bellarmine
most identical, however.
raise the g.p.a. requirement for ing Mixer.
Hall
and headed by Mike Chastek, will start at
There are 736 freshmen, 779 candidates for student body ofAdditional activities for Homecoming will be
p.m. Feb. 3. Student club displays will be
10
sophomores, 690 juniors, 908 fice from 2.25 to 2.5 over a kicked off with the appearanceof Nancy Wilson
open at 8 p.m.
seniors, 106 special students, three-year period.
and the Nordic Trio at 8:30 p.m. Jan. 29 in the
will be crowned at the
Queen of Homecoming
and 335 night students enrolled
Ball by Joshua Green, Sr., an ex-sea
TWO BILLS have been drawn Seattle Civic Arena. The Homecoming Queen
Coronation
for winter quarter 1965.
up by the election board and will be presented during the intermission.
captain known to Seattleites as Mr. Seattle. Music
"BATTLE OF the Bands" Mixer, sponsored
THE BIGGEST changes are a will be considered. One would
for the ball, held at the Olympic Hotel from 9
drop in the number of fresh- assess a $1 fee for those who by the special events committee, is set for 9
p.m. to 1 a.m., will be provided by Max Pillar,
men (300 less than fall '64 and attempt to get a student body p.m. Jan. 30 in the S.U. gymnasium. Judges for
who played at the ROTC Military Ball last year.
172 less than winter '64); and card after the last official day the beard growing contest and the shave-off will
THE CORONATION Ball will be in both the
an increase in the number of of registration. The other would get under way at 10:15 p.m.
Grand
and Spanish Ballrooms of the Hotel.
Pep
Rally
A
at
Feb.
1
in
the
Chieftain
$5
noon
seniors (174 more than fall '64 assess a
fee on those who
The President's Holiday and Homecoming
will begin the following week's Homecoming
and 353 more than winter '64).
lose their student body cards.
game are on Feb. 5 with S.U. playing Idaho
Queen
Day school enrollment seems
Sen. HughBangasser's motion events. Presentation of the Homecoming
during
the
State.
court
with
will
be
required
to
and
her
escorts
rising
night
as
to be
school en- that the ASSU be
Rounding out the activities of 1965 Homecomrollment is declining. Sister sponsor a freshman activities intermission of the S.U.-Montana State game
for S.U. will be the Alumni Dance at 9 p.m.
ing
Feb.
1.
remained
conference
each
will
also
year
enrollment
formation
6, at Exhibition Hall.
2
Feb.
InternationalBazaar
and
S6a
Circus
Feb.
considered.
An
nearly even for the last year.
be

Further Tuition Raise Possible

Resolution onOfficers
To Face Senate Sunday

i

Homecoming Week Burgeons

Enrollment Down
From Fall Total
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Expensive but Expansive:

Academic Pursuit Leads Abroad

By KATHY ROBEL
Everyone plans to travel

somewhere, sometime, whether
to study, or tour, or work or
just to "see the world." For

interested and determined college students the opportunities
for travel and study abroad in
1965 have expanded to tantalizing proportions.
If you have a few thousand
dollars sitting around, and
would rather study somewhere
besides the USA, you can always apply for something like
the "University of the Seven
Seas," an institutionalized ship
sailing from San Diego on Feb.
11 for an 108 day voyage to the
Mediterranean and Southeast
Asia.
THE TOTAL cost of travel
and tuition, about $2,100, will
let you pursue anything (academically) from "human management" to "creative arts."
(The information says nothing

about cuts due to seasickness.)
Engineers and mathematicians with junior standing, who
are fortunate enough to have
taken one year of French, can
apply to the Institute of European Studies for a special program at the University of Nantes in France. The $2,650 traveltuition-living expense includes
a week-long Alpine holiday;
deadline for application May
10, 1965.
For less formal but perhaps
more interesting study possibilities, the International College in Copenhagen suggests
you come to Denmark and learn

the New Experimental College.
Sans travel expenses, $875 dollars entitles a student to "learn
a new languageorganically, exposing himself unconditionally
to another culture, and studying
in a different educational atmosphere" for six months.
They say the experience will
rid one of such active "inhibitors of learning" as conditioning, impersonal educational sys-

Displaced Pet Joins
S.U. Student Spirit
By JUDY YOUNG

Not all hens are conformists.
Some would rather live on the
grounds of a large, Blue Cross
Insurance building across the
street from Marycrest Hall than
in a barnyard. Such a hen was
Henrietta (Bruce to S.U. students).
Henrietta moved to the Blue
tems, unresolved interpersonal Cross yard about two weeks berelations and "alienation." In- fore Christmas. No one knew
hibited or not, you have to be where Henrietta came from, but
20 or older.
she soon made herself at home
The Experiment in Interna- and was well fed by the worktional Living is an intriguing ers.
all about Scandinavia, while organization which sends stu"creating a forum for discus- dents anywhere from Peru to
HENRIETTA'S happy life at
sion of political, social, eco- Israel for a summer to live with Blue Cross came to an abrupt
nomic and cultural problems." a native family.The costs range end when some boys from BelOnly $1,990 pays for 11 months, from $450 to $1,150, with schol- larmine Hall decided to catch
unless you care to participate arships and no-interest loans her and use her as a mascot
only two weeks, in which case available to practically anyone. at the v p c o m in g basketball
April 20 is the deadline for ap- game.
you need only $140.
THE DANES also have some- plication.
Like all good boys, they took
thing for foreign students called
her to their leader, who in this
just
IF YOU
want to work
cheerleader Andy Mcabroad, with no profit and for case was
Clure.
a negligible expense, consult
McClure kept the chicken for
the American Student Informaa
few days. Then, when the day
tion Service (ASIS), the International Student Information of the big game arrived, HenService (ISIS), American-Euro- rietta fulfilled her purpose as
woman with it.
peanStudent Service, or the In- a mascot.
PUBLIC REACTION in the ternational Travel EstablishNOT KNOWING what to do
letters columns of the local ment.
Any of these organizations with Henrietta after the game,
newspapers was almost unanigave her to Tom Cammously favorable to Rudnytsky. will find you a job, and a fam- McClure
pagna,
but
Henrietta escaped.
ily
to
with
small
fee
live
for a
Letters were grouped under
Meanwhile,
a worried little
headings such as "Kudos, Hur- ($2O-$100), and each insists that
rahs, Bravo," "Wrong One Ar- European employers are falling boy had called Blue Cross lookrested," and "Comes the Revo- all over themselves for Ameri- ing for his pet chicken. Blue
Cross told him to call S.U. which
can student employees.
lution."
Complete information, and in his mother did— but alas! It
Rudnytsky refused to comment further on the subject. It some cases application forms, was too late. Henrietta had
is doubtful if he has given seri- are available for all the estab- flown away.
Anyone with information conous consideration to one radio lishments mentioned— and a few
cerning
the whereabouts of
more
besides
at
the
feature
employ
station's offer to
him as
"guest disc-jockey" for a sem- desk of The Spectator (at your Henrietta is requested to notify the ASSU office.
service).
ester.

—

Professor 'Loses' Head
For Silence— in Transit
In
PHILADELPHIA
(PSP)

an academic world which has
witnessed sustained student
demonstrations for p o 1it ic a 1
rights at the University of California, faculty members are beginning to assert their rights as
well.
Case in point: Professor Ivan
Rudnytsky, of LaSalle College
in Philadelphia, who struck a

blow for freedom of contemplation by striking a radio-playing
fellow passenger on a city bus
with her own transistor radio.
THE PROFESSOR wason his
way to deliver a lecture at Bryn
Mawr College, where he is a
guest lecturer this semester.
Annoyed at the omnipresent
strains of what he called "boogie-woogie," he asked a woman
passenger to turn down her portable radio. She turned it up instead, and the professor struck
her.
The professor was taken off
the bus and held on a charge of
aggravated assault and battery.
The passenger was treated for
lacerations of the head and
hand at a local hospital and

—

Discover the difference in the
65filjp,%
Wfytpfo (As differentfrom other cars
vy# t\jUl Ut\jExJ

as they arefrom each other)

released.

Rudnytsky later said he "lost
his head" and that all he was
trying to do was turn the radio
down, but accidentally hit the

Gonzaga Band
To Play at S.U.

S.U. students will have an
opportunity to hear the 55-piece
Gonzaga University concert
band when the college musicians perform Jan. 28 in Pigott
Aud.
Performances are also scheduled at various high schools
throughout the area as part of
a twcwJay tour of the SeattleTacoma area.
The band under the direction
of John Nicholson will present
a program intended to entertain
all. Nicholson stated, "The entire variety performance has
been planned with a flair that
should appeal to any audience."
The band concert will also be
accompanied by several solo

fiirmrnsirrvn
I
Cllh
ROLhl —As

Impala Sport Coupe
„,
>
i ...Chevrolet
roomy a car as Chevrolet s ever built.

When you take in everything, there's more room inside
this car than in any Chevrolet as far back as they go. It's
wider this year and the attractively curved windows help
to give you more shoulder room. The engine's been

moved forward to give you more foot room. So, besides
the way a '65 Chevrolet looks and rides, we now have
one more reason to ask you: What do you get by paying
more for a car— except bigger monthly payments?

performances.

Spur Applications
Freshman women students
interested in joining Spurs
next year may pick up an
application form at the AWS
office or at Marycrest from
any floor advisor. Completed forms can be returned at
the same locations.
Applications will also be
available at the beginning of

spring quarter.

—
CORVAIR The only rear engine American car made.

Corvair Corsa Sport Coupe

You should read what the automotive magazines say can touch its styling. They say if you haven't driven a
about the '65 Corvair. They're wild about its ride. They new Corvair Corsa with a 180-hp Six Turbo-( haaaarged!
think there's nothing;else this side of the Atlantic that you just don't know what you're missing.
Drive something really new -discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer's

Chevrolet " Chevelle " Chevy U» Corvuir* Corvette

30*^^33*
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Chemist New to Faculty

55 Record Perfect
Fall Quarter Marks

Lauren Olson, Theresa Pagni,
Adriano Pasion, Jr., Carroll
Pease, Margaret Pheasant, SuzKathleen Nielsen, Judith Notske, anne Pogemiller, Jose Ricard,
Mary O'Brien, Neil O'Leary, Barbara Roberts, Margaret
Linda Paradis, David Pelton, Roney, Richard Ryan, Dianne
Kathleen Pemerl.
Schellin, Patricia Scholes, GerLUDOVIC PERRY, Kevin Pe- aldine Sorensen, Mildred Suko,
terson, Ronald Peterson, Mary John Turner, Dennis Vercillo,
Pfeffer, Milton Price, Linda Donald Whiting, John Williams,
Qualheim, Thomas Rigert, Kath- Judy Young.
erine Robel, Sr. Lucien SabourAttaining a fall quarter 3.5 or
in, FCSP, Jeffrey Schreiner,
better
are: William Agopsowicz,
Joan Schumacher, Patricia Ser- Leonora Akiano, Patricia Anino, Margaret Shelley, Barbara drew,
Thomas Angelovic, SumiSimon, Mary Slind, Janet Soran,
Arima, Susan Bingham,
katsu
Barbara Swan, Susan Van Am- Kenneth Brandt, Laurie Brown,
burgh, Victor Walling, Jr., Janet Burden, Mary Carson,
Theresa White, Barbara Zach.
Sr. Inez Elizabeth Chappell, EdA g.p.a. of 3.6 or above was ward Constantine, Jr., Robert
earned by: Julie Avery, Grace
Baker, Gary Baldwin, Anthony Cumbow.
Blozinski, Dale Bobb, Margaret
MARGARET DAEGES, John
Boyle, Fred Bruener, Catherine DesCamp, Jr., Christopher DiefButler, Cathleen Cane, Paul fenbach, Lloyd Dodd, Joseph
Carey, Beverly Duna, William Egan, William Enright, George
Eisiminger, Karen Ekern, Carol Fies, Angela Filippini, Sheila
Fisher, Kathleen Geraghty, NaErickson.
Charles Fox, RogerFritz, Gail than Geraths, Diane Hardin,
Fuller, Linda Garbini, David Pamela Harper, Lawrence HazGreene, Thomas Grimm, Monika ard, Margaret Hill, Gail KenGut, Marie Hansen, James Has- nelly, Julie Koenig, Philip
slinger,Mary Kay Hickey,Mary Krebs, Mary Krug.
Hindery, Linda Holte, John
Kathleen Lampman,Joan LinHruby, Jean Hull, John Kriebel, scott, Sherry Lundberg, Scan
Pauline LaMarche, Sallee La- Malone, James Maroldo, James
McElroy, Jr., Mary Mcllraith,
Vallee.
Marga- James McNeil, Mary Moffatt,
WILLIAM MADDEN,
ret Mazeski, Michael Mcßride, Richard Newlin, Kathleen O'Sheila Mirante, Mary Ann Mor- Hara, Sr. Theresella O'Meara,
rissey, Christopher Murray, Donald Parda, Sr. Maria PatLeonard Murray, Pamela Myers» tenaude, Sharon Perotti, Sheila
(Continued frompage 1)
Sr. Leonore M. Nealen, FCSP,

Purcell.

Tryouts
Tryouts for the spring musical production "Guys and
Dolls" will be at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the Little Theater
in Buhr Hall. A prepared solo is not necessary to audition. All interested students
are urged to attend.

3

Gera Id Rohrbach, Douglas
Ruffo, Ellen Ryan, Gary Sanches, Doris Schiessl, Sharon
Schulte, Barbara Sedlak, Marshall Shier, Sachiko Shimooka,
Patricia Slettvet, Sr. Marianne
St. Martin, FCSP, Gary Sun,
Charles Taylor, William Taylor,
Doreen Thiele, Richard Twohy,
Lloyd Von Norman, Charles
Wilde, Stephen Williams.

Seattle's Oldest Standing Catholic Church

By MARY KAY HICKEY
New this year to the faculty of the chemistry dept is
Dr. Gary Zimmerman— a teacher who has no intention of hiding
from his students behind his

research.

Dr. Zimmerman recently re-

ceived his Ph.D. in chemistry
from the University of Wiscon-

nurses and advanced physical

chemistry.
Dr. Zimmerman is married
and has two children. His home,
like those of many other faculty
members, is on CapitolHill.
On campus he can be found
on the sixth floor of Barman in
a lab or an office which already
looks lived in.

sin and has chosen S.U. for his
first teaching venture. "This is
DR. ZIMMERMAN intends to
an opportunity to work in a do research work in the field of
small school, with a balanced free radical chemistry. This, he
opportunity for both teaching explained for the benefit of the
and research," he explained.
uninitiated, deals with fragments
of organic molecules which are
ANOTHER reason for the produced by the application of
choice is that he is a native heat or light. These molecules
Seattleite. He attended Roose- are unstable and are likely to do
velt high school and then re- surprising things. "That is one
ceived his B.S. from Cal. Tech. reason that organic chem labs
in 1960. At the University of Wis- are usually on the top floors of
consin his field of interest was buildings," he suggested.
physical organic chemistry.
Dr. Zimmerman's dominant
This quarter he is teaching
beginning organic chemistry for impression of S.U. thus far has

DR. ZIMMERMAN
been that it is "a very friendly
place." He will be a welcome
addition to a friendly campus.

Poverty War:

Opportunity
S.U. students interested in
helpingin "the war on poverty"
have an opportunity to do so
through the Catholic Church
Extension Society.
The CCES sponsors a program called Extension Volunteers, whose aim is to bringpersonal, Christian contact into the
anti-poverty program.
THE PROGRAM requires volunteers be 21-45 years old. Both
married and single lay people
are accepted. They sign up for
one year and receive room,
board, transportation, insurance
and $50 a month.
The program's efforts are concentrated in the Appalachian
mountains, the Southwest and
Chicago's interracial areas. Fr.
Ralph Beiting, "dean of the Appalachian missions," has reported that he can use about 50

for S.U. Students

"The capacities in which volunteers may serve are endless."
They can organize farm cooperatives, run camps for underprivileged children, teach Bible
school, do clerical work, visit

homes or provide medical care.
Any student interested in becoming an Extension Volunteer
should write: Extension Volunteers, 1307 South Wabash Aye.,
Chicago, Illinois, 60605.

CorpsExpansion—Possible.
Ad-

WASHINGTON, (AP)

ministration officials are talking
about possible extension of
Peace Corps activitiesinto East-

ern Europe as part of an effort
by President Johnson to improve relations with the communist satellite countries.
The White House is aware of
preliminary discussions along
these lines but, as far, serious
talk on the subject has been confined to a lower level within the
more volunteers as soon as posadministration.
sible.
Of course, the satellite counACCORDING to Fr. Beiting,

tries would have to invite Peace
Corps volunteers to set up shop
inside their borders.

Official Notice
Seniors who plan to graduate

in June, 1965, must file an appli
cation for degree with the registrar's office before Feb. 14, 1965.
Applications for degrees will be
issued only upon presentation of
a receipt indicating that the
graduation fee (Bachelor $20) has
beenpaid to the treasurer's office.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar
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and 6:30
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HAPPY
EVERY 7-9
TUESDAY
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Contact Lanf.i

I Prescription Opticians

2 blocks east of Chief on Pike
1021 E. Plk<
EA 2-9606
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1301 EAST MADISON STREET
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Italian Specialties by

AT RUDY'S over a million pizza's have been deliciously
enjoyed by CHIEFTAINS of all classes

BITE INTO ONE TODAY
And You'll Agree This Is
THE YEAR OF THE PIZZA
Action by
SECOND AT YESLER

Walking Distance to Seattle U.

...

Featuring

Completely Furnished Apts.
At Just $82.50 per mo.

Sometime

... Rudy Roberti

2 blochi Wit of Crw»

Monticello Apartments

EA 3-5800

EAST 5-5774

"

LOVES A PIZZA

course

T

Single: As low as $180 yr.
Married: As low as $48.40 yr.
HARVEY ROGERS

Everybody

B^liPsi:i
_.

10/20/5 Auto Insurance

& RETRIEVER ROOM

%

MA 4-3060
1211 Madison St.

UNDER 25?

ikfljL
ft

llljlsfern

Dishes and Linens
Available for Small
Additional Charge
Off-street Parking Available

Leo Costello, Class of "58

[

415 BOREN

MU 2-2311
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The State of the ASSU
Last spring's electioneering indicated that the status quo of the
ASSU needed evaluation and
change. Promises hinted that better program planning and more
executive initiative in the allotment of ASSU funds would be
utilized. From our perspective the
election promises have been unfulfilled.
There have been fewer Saturday
night discussions, no discount for
downtown cultural events, no new
cultural innovations whatsoever.
THE ASSU HAS ACCEPTED
doubtful ideas, i.e. the formal junior prom and the Nancy Wilson
show. In order to break even the
ASSU will have to sell 1,800 tickets
at $2.25 apiece without the insurance of alternatives.
Although negotiations for Catholic Memorial playfield have extended from summer to winter, no
improvement in recreational facilities has been made. The Coffeehouse Committee stands unreported..
THE ASSU HAS NOT PLANNED a budget, and with nearly
half the academic year gone the

officers are authorizing expenditures and contracting obligations
without reference to a formal plan.
The treasurers claim, that the
budget can await Senate approval
until spring is correct, because
the accounts are settled then.
However, if there is no settled budget until spring, the treasurer will
beable to present the Senate with
a fait accompli. The Senate will
have little alternative but to
ratify.
THERE ARE TWO CONSEQUENCES:
can effectively
exercise unilateral control over all activities of the ASSU which require financial
commitment.
This kind of responsibility entrusted
in no matter how capable hands, contradicts the underlying principle of the
ASSU constitution the diffusion of responsibilityin order to prevent arbitrary
use of ASSU resources by individuals.
first, that the treasurer

—

SECONDLY, THE ASSU OFFICERS
can formulate programs at whim.
The lack of a budget demonstrates to
us that the present ASSU officers have
done little to remedy their predecessors'
haphazard organization, and have not
formed a creative and coherent program
for the ASSU.

The Young..and the Damned:

MUN Mexican Film Stuns
By KATHY ROBEL
Last Wednesday evening a handful of
S.U. students witnessed what happens
when adolescents of any huge city—
whether London or Mexico City become "The Young and the Damned."
For whatever reason, much of the
audience in Pigott Aud. reacted to
Bunuel's artistic documentary in tones

the comfortable gaiety and optimism of
the latter.

—

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE for this reviewer
to know "from experience" Whether the
film exaggeratesMexico'sproblems; but
those who do know, such as participants
in "Amigos Anonymous," insist that the
problem is there and becoming more
intensified. Emile Combe sees the probof disgust and horror, as though the lem as "the change from an intense
scenes before them should not be wit- rural culture to an urban, industriallynessed even in life, much less in art. based society; suddenly the people are
Such a response only indicates the suc- pulledaway from their traditional values
cess of the film's implicitly didactic and immersed in a new society whose
portrayal of poverty, delinquency, hat- 'values' are not really valuable."
red and alienation.
ANNIE CURFMAN added, "The chilONE OF THE FIRST post-war explor- dren become scared, no one trusts any- '
ations into "neo-realism," the 1951 one," agreeingwith Combe that "they're
movie could easily seem dated and in the web, there's no way out, they're
melodramatic; but putting it back into the young and the damned."
Though the negligible audience was
historical context and momentarily forgetting what we have come to expect in another symptom of S.U.s recurring
modern foreign film-making, "The student yegetablism, MUNdeserves conYoung and the Damned" becomes a gratulations and thanks for a nice try
very moving and effective Mexico City- in attempting to fill up the cultural
version of West Side Story, but without dustbin.

responsible government
To the Editor:
Due to a misconstrued and leading article
in the last issue of The Spectator, Iwould
like to take this opportunity to clarify a
few points about the Spirits organization
and its fiscal policy.
Since September, 1964, the Spirits have
branched into many fields of student activity. We have purchased uniforms for,
and organized, the cheerleading and songleading staffs at a cost of $200 and $280,
respectively.

THE SONG GIRLS' uniforms, in which

they perform, cost $260. An extra $4 per
girl was needed to buy material to make
jackets which complement this uniform.
The girls themselves purchased their
matching skirts and sweaters to complement these jackets, thus making dress uniforms for themselves.
The Spirits also purchased a new P.A.
system for the student body, which cost
$400. Other purchases include a new banner and pep equipment (pompoms, megaphones, horns) which together totaled $175.
The Pep Parade Rally cost Spirits $150.
Half-time entertainment so far at the Coliseum has cost Spirits $100. Selling hats
and ties for the promotion of school spirit
also cost us a small amount, because we

no way be construed as a general ct-.demnation of the administration of Mick
McHugh.
President McHugh and his fellow officers have done more, in my opinion,
than any previous administration in the
history of the Associated Students. They
have worked untiringly for what they
have considered the best interests of the
University and the Associated Students.
While Ibelieve that the senate fully
realizes the merits and accomplishments
of these officers, nevertheless, I
feel the
senate has a duty to point out those
actions in violation of senate enactments
and seek their correction.
To do less would be to emasculate
student government by destroying the
responsibility entrusted the senate by
the student body.
Sen. Brian Gain
Sophomore Class

Questionable Taste

To the Editor:
We are freshmen, privileged to be stugave students a substantial discount on dents at S.U., members of its organizatoins and participants in its activities.
these articles.
THUS OUR total expense thus far has However, at the present moment we feel
been in the neighborhood of $1300. It costs that our University as a whole and our
Spirits Club in particular have been disto promote!
Last November we were allotted $650 graced by the actions of a few.
from the student senate, exactly one-half
TUESDAY evening's basketball game
of what we have so far prudently spent.
was the most disgusting and uncalled for
Where has our other money come from? display of poor sportsmanship we have
Three successful dances and a most suc- seen on the campus this year! We feel
cessful membership drive. Ithink we have that insulting language and spelled-out
done very well for ourselves financially. "cheers" carrying double meanings have
We are still way ahead in the black.
no place in healthy competition.
Furthermore, we would like to point
NOW THEN, because we sponsor a
treasure hunt to promote Homecoming or out to those individual cheerleaders who
because we have a luncheon with the ath- took it upon themselves to encourage and
letic dept. and our moderators, need we lead the crowd in such a crude display
be criticized of poor fiscal policy?
that there are some membersof this stuIdon't think so. Spirit officers have put dent body who do not appreciate such bad
in long hard hours for the support of S.U. *taste.
and we are very grateful for the support
WE ARE university students, and as
given us by the student body. Let's keep such we should be above childish means
up the good work!
of expression. Because we are a Catholic
Andy McClure
university we should realize we are already open to much criticism without addPresiding Officerof Spirits
ing our personal fuel to the flames.
We sincerely hope that future S.U.
No Impeachment
games will be examples of our unity, our
loyalty and especially our good sportsTo the Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity manship.
Meg Herold
Mary L. Berman
to try to correct an erroneous impresPeggy McCarthy
Margaret Browne
sion which may be held by some stuCheryl Edwards
Kristine Gronsky
dents. The events which transpired at
Kathy McLaughlin Dianna Sanders
last Sunday's senate meeting should in. Patty Skaggs
Barbara Lombardi
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"If Iwere asked to state the great objective which
Church and State are both demanding for the sake
of every man and woman andchild in this country,
Iwould say that that great objective is 'a more
abundant life."
Franklin D. Roosevelt
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S.U.s "New Breed" Tutors at Interracial Center
By CHRISTEL BRELLOCHS
The New Breed, a favorite term of
Fr. Andrew Greely to describe the present generationof college students, needs
an array of opportunities to show them
that there are many outlets for their
enthusiasm. Secondly, states Fr. Greely,
senior study director of the National
Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago, they need to be left
alone. Both these principles have been
adopted and formulated into a tutorial
program at the St. Peter Claver Inter-

racial Center.
Manned by a skeleton crew of "old
breed" or "no committee at all," according to Dr. Margaret Davies, one of
the founders of the tutorial, the working
crew consists of 55 S.U. students. Sessions are from 10-noon and 1to 3 p.m.
on Saturdays at the center, across from
Providence Hospital.
CELEBRATING ITS FOURTH meeting this Saturday, the idea originated
with Dr. Davies and Mrs. Ralph Olson,
both members of the CIC (Catholic Interracial Council). The non-denominational tutorial filled three needs at once.
Two S.U. Sodality groups, the Christian
Action program and the campus chapter of CIC, needed a project where they
could translate their aims into action.
Also, the St. Peter Claver center, a
building owned by the archdiocese, had

IFORGET.

little use and its "manager," Fr. C.
Harvey Mclntyre, was looking for a
worthwhile cause to grow in it.
The aim of the program, according

THAT'S A WORD?
to Wayne Johnson, student co-director
with Sonya Little, is not to "make bright
students"; rather, the tutors seek "a
personal encounter with a person who is
deficient in his studies or is a potential
drop-out. Some," he added, might stay
in school and even go to college."
THE MAJORITY of students are from
ages 7-11 and come from the Seattle
Central area. At times unable to study
at home because of noisy conditions,
inadequatelighting or lack of reference
material, the students find all of these
remedied at the Center, besides having
their own private tutors.
The tutorial, according to Dr. Davies,
also seeks to fill another need to prepare pre-school children for kindergarten. So many of the children, she stated,
have no one at home to read or talk

to master crayons, reams of paper, study
programs mostly for primary grades,
and how to be a lively "horsie" when

the situation demands.
The "new breed" has found an outlet
for its enthusiasm. "After all," says Dr.
Davies, "there is nothing radical about
tutoring a child."

—

to

them.

Eventually, Dr. Davies hopes that the
tutorial will develop into a six-day-a
week program with a full-time paid director. Presently, Mrs. Jane Ashmun
is the voluntary director of the tutorial.
FUNDS FORTHE OPERATION of the

center are being sought through

WELL. IT'S
LIKE THIS

...

MRS. JANE ASHMUN.
DIRECTOR OF THE TUTORIAL
,|

t

I

|

COLLEGE STUDENTS
should buy life insurance

....

Presi-

——

dent Johnson's .War on Poverty Program. Presently, the needed supplies
dictionaries, maps, paper and cookies
are financed by a $160 contribution from
the Holy Names Academy.
The unfulfilled financial need is, however, minimized by the help of the
Seattle Public School system which will
donate textbooks and expert help to the
tutors in areas such as the new math.

839,071 x 4 EQUALS???

THE STUDENT TUTORS have learned
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serins s.u.
Since 1948
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Lifeinsuranceis the immediate, sure, safe way
to create and maintain an estate planned to
providecash or income the right amount at
the right time.
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Tomorrow
Will Be Too Late
By Peter Howard
We are living in a time of tremendous opportunity in the world, and also of very great hazard
and danger. You have what is called "proliferation." First, the proliferation of the bomb. America
has the bomb, and Ithank God for it. Ihope never
in your lifetime, or mine, does any power have to
use it. Russia has the bomb. China has exploded
what iscalled an "unsophisticated" bomb. France
is perfecting a bomb. My country has some kind
of a bomb. Israel says she is going to make a
bomb, and so does Egypt. Sukarno says next year
he will have a bomb and it is possible, because
America gave him a reactor from which bombs can
be made.
What is the reaction of free society to the proliferation of the bomb? It appears to me to be the
proliferation of division. We are more divided than
we ever were before. Broken homes have come to
be accepted as common. There is color war, class
war. Even now there is an intense division growing between youth and age. Division is not a very
intelligent reaction to the proliferation ofthe bomb.
Secondly, you have the proliferation of population. Those of you who live to the year 2,000 will
live in a world where 6,000,000,000 fellow citizens live with you. It means at the same time we
have to double the food production of the world.
What is our answer? It is a proliferation of
impurity. Premarital indulgence is increasingly
accepted. All standards are being pulled down. It
seems a highly unintelligent answer to the proliferation of population.
PROLIFERATION OF EVIL
Thirdly, you have the proliferation of evil. The
vast powers of Russia and China say their aims
can never succeed until the myth of God is removed from the mind of man, and that "our morality is
wholly subordinate to the class struggle." Of
course Lenin's conception of morality simply
means, "What suits us is right and what suits
them is wrong." It is relative morality. Once you
"adopt that system of morality what do you have to
say to a Hitler or a Stalin? You have your relative
standards and they hdve theirs.
In modern society we try and answer the proliferation of evil with the proliferation of what is
called "the new morality," which simply means
the old immorality. I don't think it is a very
intelligent answer.
The future of our liberty depends on America.
The world will go the way America goes. If America submits to the way of totalitarianism across
the face of the world, if America goes to war, we
shall all be destroyed. If America patterns a revolutionary society big enough to include everybody in the rebuilding of the world, and lives with
Communist
a discipline that changes everybody
and non-Communist, white and black, Right arid
Left Ithink we shall see the rebirth of civilisation, perhaps the rebirth of what used to be called
Judeo-Christian civilization. Iam sure that is the
only intelligent reaction to the proliferation of the
bomb, of population and of evil.

—

-

FAILURES OF POLICY
Iam passionately FOR America. But I would
like as a friend to describe what I see about some
failures of American policy. Take China. There
was a gentleman there called Chiang Kai-shek. He
was in charge of China and he fought bravely. We,
the Americans and the British, insisted that
Chiang Kai-shek take Communists into his government. We withdrew armed support from Chiang Kaishek. He went to Formosa. Now in his stead you
have a Communist regime. Chiang Kai-shek may
have done many things which were wrong. Personally, Ithink he was smeared in a masterful way
across the world. Are we sure the regime which
supplanted him was better for the future of man?
A friend of mine saw Chou En-lai last year. He
told me, "I discussed the danger of atomic war.
Chou En-lai said to me, 'War is not only inevitable
but necessary if Communism is to triumph. And
we are willing to risk three hundred million lives
in such a war.'
Then, there was Batista in Cuba. He was all
the things we most dislike. Corruption. We tot-

"

tutted at him and pulled him down and brought in
that great agrarian reformer, Castro. People I
know in. New York financed him with four million
dollars. People hoped to do big business. But I
am not sure, in the light of history, whether it was
a very notable advance to put down Batista and
install Castro.
In answer to that, Ihave just been invited to
go to Latin America this next year because they
say Moral Re-Armament is the one answer to
Castroism. They say their "culture is being torn
up by the roots. Our people will no longer listen
to the West. They do still listen to Moral ReArmament." We do not have the resources of
government. But we are going to do our best.
There was a gentleman called Diem. Iknew
him. He was five foot high, a proud little \nan. He
only spoke French. You had to make your way
with him. He said to me, "Can you help me with
the Americans? We know we owe everything in
Viet Nam to America they built roads, schools,
libraries but they will not listen to anything I
try to tell them about my country."
Diem may have had difficult female relatives,
but he was one of the best friends your country
had in that part of the world. He appears to have
been about the one man able to hold some measure
of stability in Viet Nam. He was killed. The
story was told in the United States that he persecuted the Buddhists. I was glad to see, after he
was killed, thatMr. Phillips, a distinguished member of the U. S. State Department, had the grace
to admit there had been no religious pressure or
persecution under Diem.
There is a gentleman called Tshombe. Any
person must be appalled at the savagery that is
going on in the Congo. When Tshombe was in top
political power, the U. S. smeared him and chased
him out of the country. If that was right, what is
he doing running the country with U. S. help
today?
Mr. Richard Nixon wrote an interesting article
in the November issue of the 'Reader's Digest.'
In 'that article he tells some of the story of the
Cuban crisis and he writes about particular elements in the State Department. Reading that important document, as a foreigner, I come to one of
two conclusions: Either there is a section of the
State Department that is run by crass idiots and
stubborn fools, or by wicked men. If Iwere an
American, Iwould tell Mr. Nixon to put up or shut
up, because if what that man says is true, it is
deadly dangerous. If what he says is not true, he
is deadly dangerous.
FREE MEN LACK AN IDEOLOGY
Our lack as a free society is an ideology a
world goal far bigger than anything concocted by
Communism or the filthy apparatus of Fascism,
and the discipline to pursue it of ourown free will.
I take "Thy Will be done on earth as it is in
Heaven" seriously, not as a pious hope, but as a
passionate commitment. If we do that, we shall
inherit a world remade.
Can't we take it on together and start living on
the basis of what is right, not who is right? It
would have to be demonstrated. A campus could
show it, a state could show it. Then they could
talk to President Johnson with his dreams of a
Great Society. Because a great society won't be
built by landscaping the country. I am bound to
tell you that a great society is only created by
great people. Big purses don't make a great society; big welfare schemes don't; laws, however
don't make
important and they are important
people great. What makes people great is great'
ness of character, people free from the selfishness, the fears, the hates and the greeds that have
made so many nations small in the midst of prosperity and power.
I firmly believe that Moral Re- Armament is the
revolutionary issue of our time. It is the next step
for America and the whole world. If you happen to
believe in God, you can call it God's weapon for
the hour, and God's philosophy for the century. If
not, then call it plain common sense. It is neither
left nor right. It believes in sound homes, teamwork in industry, unity in the nation, and a rebuilt
world as the normal commitment for every man,

—

-

—

—

—

PETER HOWARD

In the past month Peter Howard, British
author, playwright and political commentator, has spoken at the following seventeen universities and colleges- Amherst,
Dartmouth/ Fisk, lowa State, Macalester,
Marylhurst, Montreal, New Brunswick,
Oregon State, Puget Sound,- San Fernando
State, Seattle, Stanford, Tennessee State,
Vanderbilt, Western Michigan and
Wyoming.
They represent Ivy League and modern campuses, Negro and women's colleges, East Coast, West Coast, South,
mid-Western and Canadian. He has received invitations to address 53 other
colleges as soon as possible.
Everywhere the story has been the
same a generation thirsty for the reality of a mighty purpose. The bursts of
applause, standing ovations, cross-fire
of eager questions, testified to the response to Mr. Howard's theme the modernization of man to match the perils and
opportunities of the age.
Peter Howard is in charge of the
world program of Moral Re-Armament.
Here is the substance of what he has
said to American youth.

-

—

woman and child in a free society. It declares
that the only sane people in an insane world are
those who will start to live today as mankind must
live if we are to survive; caring enough to share
enough so all men have enough; daring enough to
cross the barriers of language, race and narrow
nationalism that divide the earth. It believes in
love of home, love of homeland and love of humanity, a love strong enough to pay the price of
home, homeland and
seeing all those places
humanity become different.
Young Americans who take up this task will
be the Washingtons and Lincolns in this age of
staggering danger and opportunity. They won't
only see those who inherit the earth from them rise
up and call them blessed, but they will have the
time of their lives in doing it.

-

—

Many people ask what they can do:
1. YOU CAN ORDER:
DESIGN FOR DEDICATION the
a
latest book by Peter Howard with
foreword by Cardinal Cushing @ 75$
DARE the new photomagazine for
young America on the go @ 35$ an
issue,10 issues for $3.00,bi-monthly

-

-

2. YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE:
Like the world-wide advance of
Moral Re-Armament, this page is
financed by the sacrifice and conviction of people from every walk of
life. Many contribute regularly.
Checks made out to Moral ReArmament are deductible for income
tax purposes.
Send requests for information, orders and

contributions

to:

MORAL RE-ARMAMENT
833 South Flower Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90017
(Paid Advertisement)
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Red Onions Sparkle

Fast, Tough Team:

Chiefs to Play Buffaloes In Horngunner Win

SPADONI
A fast, tough West Texas
State team will meet the
Chieftains tonight and tomorrow night in the Coliseum.
The Texas five, with a 9-3 season record, were described by
assistant coach Lionel Purcell
as a team that "runs like mad."
The Buffaloes shoot 52 per
cent from the field. They are a
careful team that doesn't foul
much and can run disciplined
patterns. The team shot 65 per
cent beating Idaho State, 99-88.
S.U. also beat Idaho 75-74.
Purcell pointed out that the
Buffaloes are similar to S.U.
with their fast breaks. He said
that the Texas group is well
trained in patiently running the
pattern motion if they can't get
a shot off the fast break.
By DON

"They don't have great size
but they have more speed than
S.U. in the backcourt," Purcell

said.

L. J. WHEELER will be gone
from S.U. forces for about 7-10
days with an illness and will be
missed against the big West
Texas center, Kirby Pugh.Pugh
averages 57 per cent from the
field and 20 points a game.
Pugh is said to play like
Wheeler and is deceptively

quick. Malkin Strong, the standout in the S.U. 78-66 win over
SPC Tuesday, will probably be
asked to slow Pugh down.
The Buffaloes will probably
put 5-foot-9 guard Gail Simpson against S.U.s Williams.
Simpson held McMurray's Little All-America candidate, Preston Vice, to nine points in the
Buffaloes 75-70 win in their last
game. Simpson is also the offensive play-maker and has a
.567 field goal percentage.
Also big men in the Buffaloes'
camp are 6-foot-9 center Cal

Taylor and 5-foot-10 guard
George Scott who averages 12
points a game.
WEST TEXAS STATE has a
79.4 game average to oppon-

The Red Onions basketball
team may be the hottest thing
in the 1 p.m. intramural league
as their football team was last

ents' 76.8.
The last time the Buffaloes
played S.U. was in the 1961-62
season, losing to the Chieftains
72-53.
After 14 games, Charlie Williams is still top Chieftain, ave-

quarter.

The Onions beat the Horngunners 71-27 in yesterday's intramural play.
The team was led by Charlie
Gilligan with 23 points and Mick
McDonald with 18. The Onions
were shootinggood from the outside. Also McDonald was responsible for many of the Onions' fast breaks and rebounds.
In the second contest the Seven Hi's came from a 15-7 deficit
in the first half to defeat the

raging 19.3 points a game.
Workman is next with a 14 point
averagefollowed by Strong with
10, Plummer Lott, nine, Wheeler, nine and Rich Turney, eight.

WORKMAN is

top

rebounder

with 114 while Strong has 102.
Workman has the highest field
goal percentage, a .536. The
Chieftains have been scoring
80.5 points a game, allowing
their opponents 79.1.
An interesting sidelight, which
probably grew out of the effigy
hanging of Boyd after a loss to
Brigham Young Jan. 6, was
a shrine erected by assistant
coach Purcell in the head
coach's office. Under a smiling
picture of Boyd is written, "This
flame will be kept alive for future generations. To win is to
win; to lose is to lose."
Boyd said that the Chieftains,
with an 8-6 record are looking
forward to winning all the upcoming games and an NCAA
bid.

Mets 25-21.
Mike Donohue took charge of
the Seven Hi's at the start of
the second half and led them to
a 22-21 lead with 3:35 to play.
Donohue scored his 16th point
on a foul shot and Frank Rush
made a tip-in to end the Seven
Hi scoring.
In Wednesday night's contests the Terrors beat the Non
Drinkers 48-28. The Happy Hops
stopped the Hustlers 56-42 while
the Pinewood Ballarinas lost to
the Goldfingers48-39.

Median Strong

Winning Formula:

Strong Inside. Phillips All Over
By MIKE McCUSKER

ers with 10. Phillips, a 5-foot-10
senior who just regained his
starting spot from Plummer
Lott, popped in 16 points and
set up others with nifty passing
and ball-stealing.

of aggressiveness. S.U.s defensive superiority and SPC's early
anxiety figured in the Falcon's
defeat, Habegger said.

Malkin Strong was Mr. Inside and Peller Phillips was Mr.
Everywhere in S.U.s 78-66 conquest of Seattle Pacific College
ALTHOUGH A loser, SPC
Tuesday.
went out with style. Grant GullA record Coliseum sports
WHENEVER PHILLIPS or a berg's 40-foot hook shotswished
crowd of 11,280 was treated to Chieftain teammate missed a the net as the horn blew.
Coeds' Intramurals adazzlingdemonstrationof shot, Strong was often there to
said the Falcons ability
The schedule for women's in- dunking by Strong and an im- follow with his favorite dunker. toBoyd
together helped keep
work
tramural basketball teams for pressive display of outside
Such efforts steered S.U. to a
this Monday is 7 p.m., Townies shooting and sleight -of hand 46 per cent field-goal percent- the contest close.
vs. Surfers; 7:45 p.m., Payasas stunts by Phillips.
Of the 23 games in the S.U.age, compared to only 29 per
vs. Lead Feets; 8:30 p.m., PentSPC series, the Chiefs have won
Strong a 6-foot-7 sophomore, cent for SPC.
house Player vs. Jolly Green scored 15 points in the first half
20.
Afterwards in the S.U. dressMidgets; 9 p.m., Right Guards and finished with 24, top for the
room,
Purcell,
Lionel
assistvs. The Team.
game. He also led S.U. rebound- ing
ant coach, kidded Strong about
missing several stuffs. Particularly in mind was an all-alone,
one-handed smash that rolled
across the rim and fell out. A
fan shouted, "You're not
"We Repair All Makes"
" running the Harlem Clowns!
The S.U. Ski Club has planned
Strong's reply to Purcell was, an overnight ski trip for Jan.
MOTOR WORK
BODY WORK
"I like to try something new." 23-24 at White Pass.
BRAKES
PAINTING
COACH 808 BOYD compliClub president, Chuck Sweeney
Phillips
said, "The trip will cost
mented
and
Strong
and
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
credited Tom Workman with a $10 for transportation and lodggood performance on defense. ing." Tows and food will be
1130 Broadway
Although he tried to play down extra.
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050
the substitution angle all 15
There will be a reduced rate
Chiefs got into the game Boyd given to members of the Ski
prevented
hintedhe purposely
a Club on the chair. Sweeney
possible runaway to encourage also reported, 'We will stay at
good relations between schools.
the Chinook hotel in Yakima."
Sign-up sheets will be on the
Falcon Coach Les Habegger
was also satisfied with the re- bulletin board opposite LA 123
sult, although he chewed out Monday morning. There will be
his charges at halftime for lack a limit of forty spaces available.

S.U. Skiers Plan

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

Overnight Trip

——

INTMMUKAI BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
(Clip and Save|
Jan. 15
p.m. AKP vs. ROTC 1
1
1:50 p.m. Golf Gang vs. ROTC 2
Jan. 18
p.m. Red Onions vs. Monks
1
1:50 p.m. Magnificent Seven vs. Mets
Jon. 19
p.m. Granny's Pack vs. Crusaders
1
1:50 p.m. Menehunes vs. Seven Hi's
Jan 21
p.m. Horngunners vs. ROTC 1
1
1:50 p.m. Roustabouts vs. ROTC 2
Jan. 22
p.m. Dipsy Doodles vs. AKP
1
1:50 p.m. Dogs vs. Golf Gang
Jan. 25
I p.m. ROTC 1 vs. Dipsy Doodles
1:50 p.m. ROTC 2 vs. Dogs
Jan. 26
1 p.m. Monks vs. Granny'sPack
150 pm. Seven Hi's vs. Roustabouts
Jan. 28
p.m. Crusaders vs. Horngunners
1
1:50 p.m. Mets vs. Menehunes
Jan. 29
p.m. AKP v>. Red Onions
1
1:50 p.m. Golf Gang vs. Magnificent
Seven
Feb. 1
p.m.
Crusaders
vs. AKP
1
1:50 p.m. SevenHi's vs. Golf Gang
Feb. 2
Horngunners vs. Monks
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. Roustabouts vs. Mets
Feb. 4
Dipsy Doodles vs. Red Onions
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. Dogs vs. Magnificent Seven
Feb. 8
1p.m.
ROTC1vs. Granny's Pack
1:50 p.m. ROTC 2 vs. Menehunes
Feb. 9
1p.m.
Monks vs. Dipsy Doodles
1:50 p.m. Mets vs. Dogs
Feb. 11
Granny's Pack vs. Red Onions
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. Menehunes vs.
Magnillcent Seven
Feb. 12
1p.m.
AKP vs. Horngunners
1:50 p.m. Golf Gang vs. Roustabouts
Feb. 15
ROTC 1 v. Crusaders
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. ROTC 2 vs. Seven Hi's
Feb. 16
Horngunners vs.
1p.m.
Granny'sPack
1:50 p.m. Mets vs. Golf Gang
Feb. 18
Dipsy Doodles vs. Crusaders
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. Roustabouts vs. Menehunes
Feb. 19
Red Onions vs. ROTC 1
1p.m.
1:50 p.m. Dogs vs. SevenHi's
Feb. 23
1p.m.
Monks vs. AKP
1:50 p.m. Magnificent Seven vs. ROTC 2
Feb. 25
1p.m.
Crusaders vs. Red Onions
1:50 p.m. Roustabouts vs. Dogs
Feb. 26
Horngunners vs.
1p.m.
Dipsy Doodles
1:50 p.m. SevenHi's vs.
March 1
1p.m.
1:50p.m.
March 2
1p.m.
1:50 p.m.

Magnificent Seven

Granny's Pack vs. AKP
Menehunes vs. Golf Gang

ROTC1 vs. Monks
ROTC 2 vs. Mets

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SCHEDULE
Jan. 13
p.m. Non-drinkers vs. Terrors
7
7:50 p.m. Ballerinas vs. Goldfingers
8:50 p.m. Happy Hops vs. Hustlers
Jan. 20
7 p.m. Ballerinas vs. Happy Hops
7:50 p.m. Goldfingers vs. Terrors
8:50 p.m Non-drinkers vs. Hustlers
Jan. 27
7 p.m. Goldfingers vs. Happy Hops
7:50 p.m. Non-drinkers vs Ballerinas
8:50 p.m. Terrors vs. Hustlers
Feb. 3
Happy Hops vs. Terrors
7 p.m.
7:50 p.m. Hustlers vs. Ballerinas
p.m.
Goldfingers
8:50
vs. Non-drinkers
Feb. 10
Hustlers vs. Goldfingers
7 p.m.
7:50p.m. Terrors vs. Ballerinas
8:50 p.m. Non-drinkers vs. Happy Hops
Feb. 17
Non-drinkers vs. Terrors
7 p.m.
7:50 p.m. Ballerinas vs. Goldfingers
8:50 p.m. Happy Hops vs. Hustlers
Feb. 24
Goldfingers vs. Happy Hops
7p.m.
7:50 p.m. Non-drinkers vs. Ballerinas
8:50 p.m. Terrors vs. Hustlers
March 3
Hustlers vs. Goldfingers
7 p.m.
7:50p.m. Terrors vs. Ballerinas
8:50 p.m. Non-drinkers vs. Happy Hops

Bowling Results
Eight teams turned out for
the beginning of Winter quar-

ter bowling yesterday. Mike
Marier was the high roller
with a 223 game followed by
Jerry La Cava, 222, and Ray

Liedtke, 221.

Jan Witte converted the
unusual split for the
coeds making the 4-7-10. Fr.
Leo Eckstein picked up the
6-7-10 for the best men's shot
of the day.
most

Wh "*l| W

KEEP ALERT TABLETS

Jj
THE

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz"keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDoz isfaster, handier,more
reliable. Absolutelynot habitforming.Next timemonotony

makes

you

feel drowsy while

studying, working or driving,
perk up
do as millions do
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep AlertTablets.

...

Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

Broadway Theater

85 cents with ASSU card
201 Broadway E.

S"<y^?Q.

jfGISNSSSBPftm.

EA 3-1085

Grand Opening
Party
Saturday, Jan. 16
(Tomorrow!)

6-midnight

ATTIC Tavern
4226 E. Madison
Special Party Price

Friday,Jan. 15, 1965

THE SPECTATOR
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31 Major Companies
To Recruit on Campus
Thirty-one major companies will visit the campus
during the winter quarter, it was announced by the office
of the director of placement.
A total of 17 companies will be interviewing engineers and scientists, while 14
will be seeking employees from 156 by Miss Blanche Perusse,
the Schools of Liberal Arts and secretary to the dean of ComCommerce and Finance.
merce and Finance. Literature
ENGINEERS and scientists on the companies is available
may sign up on the interview through the commerce and fischedules posted on the main nance library.
Those desiring information
floor bulletin board in the Ban
nan Bldg. Interviews normally about companies not scheduled
last for one-half hour, and start to visit the campus should conat 9 a.m. Detailed information tact the director of placement,
on visiting companies is avail- Room 156, Lyons Hall.
Following is a list of comable from Mrs. Mary Lou Wil
son, secretary to the dean o panies, date of interview and ART FUND INCREASES: Some members
interview sites for January. The of the Alpha Kappa Psi pledge class are
the Engineering School.
Commerce and finance an< schedule for February and presenting
the $163.41 they collected to
liberal arts students must sign March will appear in later Specissues.
kept
Pigot
in
tator
aid
Fr.
H.
Vachon's art building fund.
schedule
book
A.
the
From
to right they are: (front Ken
left
Interview Site
Major
Date
Company
Ba 109/216
Engineers
Jan. 14 Boeing Co.
Ba 109/216
Engineers
15 Boeing Co.
Pacific Power& Light
20 GeneralElectric Co.
22 Batelle N.W. Lab.
26 Puget Sound Power &
Light Co.

Today
Activities
Ba 216

Basketball, S.U. vs. West Texas
State, 8 p.m., Seattle Coliseum.

Classified
Classified rates: 5 cents per word,
three times for the price of two,
10% discount if paid in advance.
Place ads by calling EA 3-9400,
ext. 252.

APTS., ROOMS

APT. for rent, newly furnished,
$75, Mitzi Taylor, manager. EA
4-7358 before 9 a.m. or after
E.

7:30 p.m. 520 -18th

ROOM for rent. Capitol Hill.
Kitchen privilege. Men only.
EA 2-7070, EA 4-0447.

2'/2 BLOCKS from S.U. Cheerful
rooms, laundry facilities, desks
and book shelves, privileges.
Very clean. EA 5-0737.

ROOM and board, private home.
2 meals a day, seven days a
week. $50 a month. 3716 E.
Columbia, EA 4-8966.

CAPITOL HILL two-bedroomfurnished apartment. Convenient;
suitable for three or four. EA
2-2226
MODERN apartment, furnished
1-bedroom, $75, newly redecorated, 1633 14th Aye. EA 2-3772.

-

Terry Terrace Apts.
$25 $50 per person. Accommodate from 1 to 4 persons. Quality furniture, w/w carpets; attractive laundry with TV, cola
machine and hairdryer. MA

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Preliminary at 5:50 p.m.

Saturday
Activities
Basketball, S.U. vs. West Texas
State, 8 p.m. Seattle Coliseum.

'56 CHEV, 6-cylinder, overdrive,
best offer. 11024 25th SW.

clearance

MISCELLANEOUS
BUY, sell, rent or trade with Spec
classified ads. EA 3-9400, ext.

252.
TYPEWRITERS. Rentals, repairs.
Discount to students. Open evenings. Columbus Typewriter Co.
719 E. Pike, EA 5-1053.
SEWING, will make dresses and
formals. Inexpensive. Contact
Pam Hauptman,
Marian Hall.

EA

Today is the last day to register
for the Ecumenical Institute. Registrationis from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. in
the Sodality office.
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DANCING
to

the

DISCOTHEQUE
at

the

MA 4-1400

7th ond Pine

$
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$
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Values to»24.95. Selected Florsheim

styles reducedfor a limited time. Good
selection, but not all sizesin all styles.
Hurry in!

Z3zz3^zrzzzzzz^^^nz=^;

.

TYPING
TYPING, my home. Stencils,
mam cripts and theses, etc.

7-2423.

Reminders

Roosevelt Garage Parking Checks Will
Ba Validated for Lanai Dinner Patrons

TUXEDO RENTALS: For Homecoming, wear the newest '65
styles. Nudelman Bros., 1308
2nd Aye.; 4735 University Way
N.E.; 123 S.W. 152nd, Burien.

1014 25th Em EA 5-8493.

7:30 p.m., Chieftain

Leading Seattle Radio Station Personalities Play the
World's Finest Recorded Music for Your Dancing Pleasure
No Cover
9 p.m. to I a.m.

2-6930,

THESES, term papers, manuscript typing. Mrs. Rich, WE

Y.R.s,
Lounge.

Activities

one;

ForsheimS
m

Monday

Gamma Sigma Phi, membership tea, 2-4 p.m., Marycrest.
Ski Club trip, Crystal Mountain.
Buses will leave Marycrest at

Treasure Riddle

Look down before it's too late.

6:45 a.m. and the Chieftain at 7
a.m.

Alpha Kappa Psl actives, 7 p.
m, A X Psi House.

2-1429 or AT 4-8164.
Today's clue for the Port SeMANY advertisers report fast results from Spectator display and attle Sunken Treasure Hunt is:
classified advertising. Display
left;
rates on request. Classified The auditorium is to the
Old
Buhr
word,
per
right,
rate: 5 cents
three
is to the
insertions for the price of two. The treasure lies straight
Call today: EA 3-9400, ext. 252.
ahead;
PART-TIME Commi s sion Ad Don't look for it at night.
Salesman needed. Office, phone,
leads, secretary help provided. Our malls on campus number
Communication Northwest, Inc.
five;
EA 2-1515, EA 4-1231.
They all are long and straight;
AUTOS FOR SALE
The treasure lies on the side of

3-1354.

COMPLETELY furnished 2-bedroom apartment, fireplace, suited for 3 or 4 college students,
utilities furnished, reasonable,
three blocks from campus. PA
2-8785 or EA 2-2326.
HOUSE, furnished. 4 bedrooms.
Close in. Good bus service. $90.
SU 4-9536.

'
Sundov
Meetings

WANTED: Student to manage 4plex, rent allowance, walking
distance to school. Call LA

Van Dyk, Rick Wohlers (co-pledgemasters), Jim Dunn and Walt Fechtner.

'Smoke Signals-

Ba Interview Rm.
Engineers
Engineers & Phys. Science Ba 216
Ba 216
Engineers

Electrical Engineers

Kuklinski, Fr. Vachon, John Miller, Jim
Arima and Paul Firnstahl, (back) Dick
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